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Focus group research in family planning and reproductive health care

Edwin van Teijlingen, Emma Pitchforth

Introduction
This paper discusses how to conduct focus groups in family planning and reproductive health care research and follows a four-part series outlining the general principles of qualitative research.1-4 One drawback in market research and through development as a more general social science research method, focus groups now have wide application in many areas of research including health and health care.5 Focus groups are often regarded as a quick and convenient way to collect data from several people simultaneously,6 but this is an oversimplification. Our paper considers the reasons for choosing to use focus groups and the strengths and weaknesses of the focus group method. Moreover, it highlights some of the practical issues in planning and conducting focus groups, as well as particular considerations in the analysis and presentation of focus group data.

Use of focus groups
Qualitative methods have a wide range of possible use in family planning and reproductive health care research and focus groups in particular offer great flexibility.1,7 Focus groups can stand on their own as a research method or can be used in conjunction with other qualitative methods, such as interviews,8 or with quantitative methods, for example, in the development of questionnaires.9 Macnaughten and Myers10 suggested that “focus groups work best for topics people could talk about to each other in their everyday lives – but don’t”. Even when participants already know each other, the issues discussed in focus groups may never arise in everyday interactions11 and, contrary to instinct, focus groups can often provide a forum where participants feel more comfortable discussing sensitive issues compared to one-to-one interviews.12 In a focus group, the researcher and participants to get the most from any interaction will work, but a number of factors should be taken into account when organising a focus group.

Box 1: Strengths and weaknesses of the focus groups method
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Use of focus groups

Participants/group composition

Overall, focus groups should be large enough to include people with a range of viewpoints, but small enough to allow participants to interact.16 A person talking about one aspect of the topic under debate can trigger off ideas (i.e. prompting) in other group members who, like the facilitator, might not have thought about it. It also offers a platform to argue, correct or respond to comments made by others. In a wider sense, for the participant who is talking it offers a plausible audience that consists of more than just the researcher. Different authors have recommended slightly different minimum and maximum numbers. For example, focus groups may comprise six to eight participants each17 or “eight to ten individuals”.18 Rather than adhering to a prescribed number of participants, the

Strengths
- Nobody has to speak on every issue
- Responses are prompted by group members
- Exposes participants to a range of opinions
- Deliberation in group discussion (i.e. the more extreme first answers may be moderated)
- Cost-effective compared to one-to-one interviews
- Semi-structured research environment
- Opportunity for follow-up and probing by facilitator and group
- Helps develop theory

Weaknesses
- Expensive
- Getting participants together/organising meeting is time consuming
- Can be dominated by group members with strong personality, opinion or just ‘loud’ voice
- Needs a skilled facilitator
- Compared to conducting interviews there is less time for each individual to express ideas
- Risk of ending up with conformity: minority views might not be expressed, or not be presented as strongly, as they might be in an interview

Source of data and this distinguishes it from other group methods such as Delphi groups.14 The Delphi method is used to obtain attitudes and beliefs about an issue without the need for panel members to attend a meeting.15 Thus, group discussion “may uncover motivations that would not emerge in individual interviews. Moreover, group discussion may be better able to reveal intensity of feelings, thus facilitating comparisons among different positions”.16

Some of the main strengths and weaknesses of focus groups are summarised in Box 1. Weaknesses such as expense, time and the need for a skilled facilitator highlight the importance of good planning and preparation to enable the researcher and participants to get the most from any focus group.

Planning a focus group

While group interaction is one of the advantages of focus groups, it can also be a limitation. One or more talkative and/or opinionated individual(s) can dominate the group. Or, as is more often the case, some participants in the group may be very quiet and reluctant to speak. It is difficult to predict how the interaction will work, but a number of factors should be taken into account when organising a focus group.
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main consideration should be for a minimum number of participants to generate group discussion, but not so many as to prevent the quieter ones from participating and make the discussion difficult to facilitate.

Focus group participants commonly have shared characteristics, for example, women with recent experience of maternity services or people in the same profession. These can be drawn from pre-existing groups, such as community groups, or brought together solely for the purposes of the research. The advantage of using a pre-existing group is that if participants already know each other they may feel more at ease to take an active part in the discussion and contradict each other. Conversely, people who know each other and work together on a day-to-day basis might not speak openly about thorny issues concerning their group. This could be a particular limitation if the focus group is centred on work- and management-related issues among professionals. More generally, participants in focus groups often experience pressure towards consensus and unanimity, and this effect may be exacerbated amongst people working together, who are expected to adhere to a common professional standard and code of ethics.

It is easier to organise focus groups with pre-existing groups where each member can contact others. The focus group can also be organised at a convenient time when the group would normally meet. Otherwise there may be problems with getting people to attend at the same place and time or having to attend a specially convened session.

Setting

Studies have shown that successful focus groups are those that are relaxed and take place in a comfortable setting, sitting in a circle in order to establish the right atmosphere. The facilitator should try to plan the layout and set-up of the group in advance, but this is not always possible. Sometimes the researcher is dependent on the goodwill of others to get focus groups organised (e.g. to invite their colleagues, provide a room or set the time). For example, a health care manager may volunteer to send invitations and book the room, but on arrival the room may turn out to be an office, full of desks, facing a noisy road. As a result, some participants may sit quite far from the microphone, and with the traffic outside, recording can become difficult. Focus groups where the physical constraints of the furniture in the room prevent people from interacting with each other, or where some comments are inaudible, benefit from notes being taken by the facilitator, or when things get really too bad may need to be abandoned.

As with all interview-based research methods, good audio equipment is important. A small tape recorder is usually sufficient (remember to bring spare tapes and batteries) but a good table microphone is essential for picking up all voices and digital recorders also offer good sound quality – a great help when transcribing. Some research facilities have specially adapted rooms with videotape recording of the focus group from various angles to catch all the non-verbal information. Recording by an observer, not the facilitator of the group, is helpful for the transcription and analysis of the recorded material. The observer may be in the same room as the groups or behind one-way glass.

Facilitator

The focus group facilitator should prepare, with the researchers, areas that they would like the participants to explore, and any particular subjects that might require prompting or encouragement to explore more deeply.

However, there is also the skill of active ‘people management’, which may involve encouraging quieter group members to contribute while taking the focus away from more dominant members of the group. The moderator must also maintain a balance between valuing unexpected points raised and refocusing the discussion. We recommend that it is good practice to have two researchers for one focus group: one as the main facilitator and one to take notes and responsibility for audiotaping, and so on. If the researchers have sufficient time and money to run several focus groups, the facilitator can use the analysis and themes from earlier focus groups to expand the discussion in later groups, exploring particular themes in greater depth.

It has been suggested that the focus group facilitator should be skilled and experienced in conducting such research, although familiarity with the topic may be equally important. One of the authors (E.P.) conducted a number of focus groups about the local organisation of maternity care, some jointly with a midwife-researcher who had children, and some with a childless social scientist. The former seemed to have a different rapport with the participants, based on a shared understanding of the world. However, if health professionals are taking the role of group facilitator they must consider how their professional position may influence the group interaction.

Analysis

In the authors’ experience, transcription of focus group interviews generally takes 5-6 hours per hour of recorded tape. Participants are likely to start speaking before others have finished, or several may start talking at the same time. The type of analysis planned may drive the level of detail required for the transcription. For example, if discourse analysis is being used, the detail is paramount and every pause, sigh and interruption must be included. However, this level of detail may not be required for a thematic analysis. Once transcribed, analysis can be by hand or using a computer package that records, codes and enumerates themes.

It is useful to present quotes from a range of focus groups, if possible from all, but it is widely recognised that some present richer data than others. Typically quotes include different voices, for example, a quote from a focus group with women about availability of family planning services in their community (Box 2).

Conclusions

Focus groups play a growing role in family planning and reproductive health care research. They offer a means of exploring often-sensitive topics that participants may not usually discuss, and can be used on their own or in conjunction with other methods. Despite the strengths of

Box 2: Example of a quotation from a focus group transcript

Facilitator: Where would you go for advice on STIs, if you were worried?

Participant 1: I would go to my GP; she’s really … [interrupted]

Participant 3: I don’t … [interrupted]

Participant 2: Oh, no I would never go to that doctor. I would go to the family planning clinic in … [name removed to maintain confidentiality]

Participant 3: I agree, the GP knows too much about you.

Participant 4: And my husband is with the same GP. I don’t want him to know.

Participant 2: What have you been up to then? [laughter all round]

Facilitator: So what would you say are the main differences between going to the GP rather than the family planning clinic?
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the method, it is folly to think that they are an easy alternative to one-to-one interviews. Focus groups can be expensive, time consuming and difficult to organise and conduct. However, strengths of the focus group method are flexibility, and the ability to gather information from several people at the same time. As such, this paper does not seek to give a recipe for running a successful focus group, but rather outlines issues for consideration when planning, conducting and analysing focus groups.
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Book Reviews


The promise of an answer to the eternal question “Why do we fight?” and, possibly more importantly, “How do we both win”, drew me, a “Why do we fight?” and, possibly more interested in the ethical aspects of pregnancy, childbirth and childcare in the clinical, sociological or narrative literature this book makes a refreshing and welcome change. Apter defends her positions with strength and conviction. This is a fresh, accepting and non-judgemental, truly helpful book.

I found the insight into mothers and people’s memories of being a teenager herself, allowing her to tell her mother’s story of being a teenager herself, allowing her to tell her own story of being a teenager herself, allowing her to tell her own story. The promise of an answer to the eternal question “Why do we fight?” and, possibly more importantly, “How do we both win”, drew me, a “Why do we fight?” and, possibly more interested in the ethical aspects of pregnancy, childbirth and childcare in the clinical, sociological or narrative literature this book makes a refreshing and welcome change. Apter defends her positions with strength and conviction. This is a fresh, accepting and non-judgemental, truly helpful book.

This book is of interest to anyone involved with reproductive health care, whether it be at policy, professional or personal level.

Reviewed by Susan Carr, MBChB, Consultant in Community Gynaecology, Glasgow, UK.


This is a book about the ethical aspects of pregnancy, childbirth and childcare. The author is an associate professor of philosophy and writes from the feminist perspective. She looks at the adversarial and negative sides of the topic, such as unwanted pregnancies, and also casts a philosophical eye over the whole spectrum of the reproductive process. Pregnancy is viewed as an important event in itself, not merely for its end result. There are fascinating topical areas such as the chapter discussing the moral status of the fetus. Here various authors are discussed and there is food for thought about one of the most difficult areas in reproductive health care. Inevitably in such a book, there is a chapter entitled ‘medicalised model of birth’. The author does, however, add a balanced argument to this chapter, acknowledging that there can be a useful place for medical intervention.

This book also reviews feminist philosophers’ writings on motherhood, and introduces the wide diversity of viewpoints. Well-referenced text demonstrates and analyses different standpoints. In this chapter the role of men is also introduced and examined according to different theories. Caring for young children is also subjected to philosophical analysis.

For a reader who is more used to reading about pregnancy, childbirth and childcare in the clinical, sociological or narrative literature this book makes a refreshing and welcome change. It gives an opportunity for the reader to think about these life-changing events from moral and ethical standpoints, and opens the mind to a new way of observing these common yet unique events in a woman’s life.

This book is of interest to anyone involved with reproductive health care, whether it be at policy, professional or personal level.

Reviewed by Susan Carr, MBChB, Consultant in Community Gynaecology, Glasgow, UK.
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